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Abstract

Rationale and rationale management have been playing
an increasingly prominent role in software system devel-
opment mainly due to the knowledge demand during sys-
tem evaluation, maintenance, and evolution, especially for
large and complex systems. The rationale management
for requirements engineering, as a commencing and criti-
cal phase in software development life cycle, is still under-
exploited. In this paper, we first survey briefly the state-
of-the-art on rationale employment and applications in re-
quirements engineering. Secondly, we identify the chal-
lenges in integrating rationale management in requirements
engineering activities in order to promote further investiga-
tions and define a research agenda on rationale manage-
ment in requirements engineering.

Keywords: rationale management, requirements rationale
knowledge, requirements engineering, knowledge manage-
ment

1 Introduction

Rationale and rationale management have been playing
an increasingly prominent role in software system develop-
ment and software engineering community mainly due to
the knowledge demand during system evaluation, mainte-
nance, and evolution, especially for large and complex sys-
tems (e.g., Ultra-Large-Scale Systems [29]). State-of-the-
art research results and industrial practices on rationaleus-
age and rationale management in software engineering have
been extensively reported in [10, 8]. Rationale manage-
ment for Requirements Engineering (RE), as a commenc-
ing and critical phase in software development life cycle, is
still under-exploited in a perspective of integrated RE pro-
cess [35]. Many research works/contributions and results on
rationale applications and usage in RE have been reported

in an isolated manner, and the result is a mosaic of RE ac-
tivities and rationale artifacts rather than an operable RE
process and a solid product. Engineering-style research is
needed to investigate how to integrate requirements ratio-
nale into a coherent RE process.

Rationale1 was historically proposed in the context of
software design as means of presenting the “why”of a de-
sign (decision). In this paper, we follow the suggestions
brought forward by Dutoit and Paech [11] to extend the
scope of rationale in design phase to all the software devel-
opment phases, including RE, system design, implementa-
tion, testing, and maintenance. Actually, RE process has al-
ready been regarded as a decision-making process in a cer-
tain perspective [1]. In this paper, we focus on the rationale
usage and rationale management in RE process from high-
level business goals to features, and detailed functional and
non-functional requirements. We identify the challenges of
integrating rationale management in RE activities based on
a brief survey in this area. We hope that this work can pro-
mote further investigations and define an research agenda
on rationale management in RE.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A brief
survey on rationale usage in RE are presented in Section
2. Based on the survey results, several major challenges
in integrating requirements rationale management into RE
process are outlined and discussed with detailed research
questions presented in Section 3. The major points of this
paper are concluded in Section 4 with future work plan.

2 Rationale Usage in Requirements Engi-
neering

Rationale technique has been employed in RE for years.
Burgeet al. made a thorough literature survey on how ra-
tionale can support RE in [7]. Their survey is organized

1The termdesign rationaleis most often used in the literature.



according to specific RE activities and problems (e.g., ob-
taining requirements and requirements change), but not the
integrated RE process [35]. In this section, we make a brief
survey on the usage of rationale in RE based on the survey
by Burgeet al. [7]2. We categorize these work according
to the rationale support to various RE phases in RE process
from requirements elicitation to validation, and also to RE
process improvement. Note that obtaining requirements is
one of the survey areas by Burgeet al. [7], and it includes
requirements elicitation phase in RE process. The major
difference between Burgeet al.’s work and our survey is
that we try to identify rationale usage from a RE process
perspective so that rationale can be supported in an inte-
grated way with RE process. Consequently, the objective of
this section is to get a panorama view on rationale usage in
RE process.

Requirements elicitation is the fist step to discover
early requirements, and rich rationale knowledge exists in
this RE phase on “what” and “why” of a system, including
source of requirements, business trade-offs, etc. Rooksby
et al. propose a hybrid approach to elicit early require-
ments and assist the requirements negotiation by combin-
ing the knowledge management (cognitive mapping) and
design rationale (IBIS [20]) techniques [31]. The advan-
tage of their approach is that it can capture the rationale
during the elicitation and negotiation since they argue that
eliciting rather than managing rationale is most-wanted in
requirements elicitation phase. Nguyen and Swatman re-
gard the RE process as a cognitive problem solving process,
and argue that requirements are actually not “elicited” but
“created” by incremental refinement of the problem space
[28]. Their suggested approach supports creating require-
ments by using design rationale technique (IBIS [20] and
QOC [26]).

Requirements negotiationtakes place when stakehold-
ers propose conflicting requirements, and it tries to recon-
cile conflicting views and generate a consistent set of re-
quirements in the end. Boehm and Kitapci proposed the
WinWin model (a rationale-based requirements negotiation
model) for capturing requirements rationale knowledge dur-
ing requirements negotiation, and in turn converge on a mu-
tually satisfactory or win-win set of requirements using cap-
tured rationale knowledge [4]. Grunbacher proposed Easy-
Winwin approach that extended the WinWin approach with
some simplifications in the process [17]. WinWin and Easy-
Winwin approaches have been successfully applied in more
than 100 real-world projects in various domains. The Win-
Win negotiation model is also extended from IBIS design
rationale model by including stakeholders’ win-win rela-

2The related work surveyed by Burgeet al. is not repeated in this paper.
Readers who are interested in rationale usage in obtaining requirements,
requirements traceability, goal-based RE, and requirements change support
can refer to [7].

tionship as the success criterion.
Requirements analysisis to understand/communicate

the requirements, detect their overlaps and conflicts. Ra-
tionale knowledge can be used in requirements analysis ei-
ther manually (e.g., for requirements communication, un-
derstanding) or automatically (e.g., for requirements rea-
soning, prioritization). Breitlinget al. introduced Exem-
plary Business Process Modeling (EBPM) approach in re-
quirements analysis in order to improve the requirements
communication between requirements analysts and design-
ers by gathering rationale in both business process and de-
sign level [5]. This approach can smoothly connect the ra-
tionale knowledge from requirements to design in an inte-
grated rationale framework (i.e., EBPM). Laurentet al. de-
velop a probabilistic traceability model (i.e., a kind of ra-
tionale model) for requirements combined with a standard
hierarchical clustering algorithm to cluster and prioritize re-
quirements automatically [21]. This approach is especially
useful for large and complex projects when traditional re-
quirements prioritization approaches do not scale well for
managing huge amount of requirements. We also propose
an integrated approach of basing distributed requirements
analysis through requirements reasoning with underlying
requirements rationale model (RRM) and reasoning rules
[24].

Requirements specificationis to write down the re-
quirements in a way that stakeholders and software develop-
ers can understand (e.g., use case specification, traceability
specification, etc). Traditional requirements specification
only specify “what” the requirements are, but not “why”
these requirements are specified. This situation leads to
problems when requirements get evolved when stakehold-
ers change their mind or system is being updated. For ex-
ample, some requirements may depend on other high-level
requirements, or get selected with a trade-off about several
business goals, and the rationale knowledge is important
for changing/evolving the requirements. Dutoit and Paech
propose to integrate rationale element (based on QOC [26])
into use case specification approach with tool support [12].
Burge and Brown developed the Software Engineering Us-
ing RATionale system (SEURAT) as an Eclipse plugin3 to
support requirements traceability specification by relating
functional and non-functional requirements to design arti-
facts (and code modules) as the argumentation [6]. Their
approach improve requirements rationale recovery and en-
sure the consistency between requirements and implemen-
tations. Heindl and Biffl propose to enhance requirements
traceability specification by including requirements ratio-
nale, hence facilitate project risk management with require-
ments clarification in highly distributed projects [18]. Their
approach is in line with value-based RE [14] since the re-
quirements rationale is driven bybusiness objectives(val-

3http://www.users.muohio.edu/burgeje/SEURAT/



ues).
Requirements validation is to go back to the system

stakeholders and check if the requirements are what they re-
ally need. The requirements validation should be performed
by stakeholders manually. Rationale knowledge can be cap-
tured and (re)used in this phase similar to the manual usage
of requirements rationale in requirements analysis.

RE process improvement. Similar to software devel-
opment process improvement (e.g., CMMI), RE process
improvement ensures that software requirements quality is
continually being improved. Palyagar and Richards attempt
to standardize a method for RE process improvement by
capturing and reusing rationale to justify the improvement
actions (e.g., understanding the root causes of the problem)
[30]. Fricker and Stoiber use design rationale to discover
the context/variability of software product line to customize
and improve the RE process [13]. Unlike the other ratio-
nale usage in RE activities, which focus on capturing re-
quirements rationale directly, these works stress upon the
RE process improvement using rationale knowledge, which
indirectly affects the quality of requirements.

There are many other works on using rationale in gen-
eral RE. Thurimella addresses variability management of
software product line systems using issue-based approach
(a kind of rationale representation) in product line RE
[37]. Stoiber and Glinz address similar problems in prod-
uct line RE by using rationale management to document
tacit product line requirements knowledge [36]. Maalej and
Thurimella propose to employ recommendation systems in
RE [25], in which requirements rationale plays a key role
for the recommendation and decision-making in RE pro-
cess.

3 Research Challenges

Those work on applying rationale and rationale manage-
ment in RE presented in the previous section is rather iso-
lated, which targets specific RE problems and lacks of a sys-
tematic support to the integrated RE process from require-
ments elicitation to validation [35]. A number of research
challenges on rationale management in RE remain, which
are discussed in details in this section. Note that we do not
argue that the identified challenges below are comprehen-
sive and complete, but these challenges are those that need
to be addressed in a high priority according to our experi-
ences and survey results.

What content should a shared body of require-
ments rationale knowledge include?Various models and
methodologies for capturing rationale knowledge for in-
formation systems development have been developed (e.g.,
IBIS [20], DRL [22], and QOC [26]), especially in the field
of design rationale. As mentioned in Section 1, Dutoit and
Paech propose to extend the application ofdesign rationale

in design phase to all the software development phases, in-
cluding RE [11]. In rationale management, participants aim
at recording everydecision(to a decision topic), its alter-
native decisions, and the underlyingargumentsleading to
thatdecision(e.g., influencing factors, criteria, and negoti-
ations). Actually, the requirements negotiation model used
in WinWin approach discussed in Section 2 is a kind of ra-
tionale model for capturing requirements rationale knowl-
edge [4], in whichissuesaredecision topicsto be decided
or needing actions,optionsarealternativesfor resolvingis-
sues, andagreementsare thedecisionsthat have been taken
for requirements (win conditions). Requirements rationale
knowledge is deemed to be beneficial to system develop-
ment and evolution [11], however, the exhaustive forms of
rationale management require substantial investments of re-
sources before participants can readily use and benefit from
the rationale knowledge. Consequently, there is always a
trade-off between the cost and benefit for capturing and us-
ing rationale knowledge. In RE context, the cost is mainly
caused by how much rationale content should be captured
in RE activities. In [24], we propose a simple requirements
rationale model to partially address the issue of automatic
requirements analysis by requirements reasoning. This re-
quirements rationale model can be extended according to
different contexts of RE activities. This challenge can be
further detailed as: (1) is it possible to define a shared body
of knowledge on requirements rationale, which can acts as
a core model to manage the requirements rationale knowl-
edge in an integrated repository and to be easily extended in
various RE activities? (2) how to extend this core model to
meet different usage scenarios in RE activities.

How to manage requirements rationale knowledge in
the context of large and complex projects and evolving
systems? RE process is a basically a cognitive problem
solving process to a target system by stakeholders. The
granularity of requirements is decomposed from business
goals, features, high-level use cases to detailed functional
and non-functional requirements along with this cognition
process. From one perspective, Requirements rationale
knowledge across different levels of requirements is inter-
weaved and mostly implicitly existing in stakeholders’ head
during this cognition process. Current knowledge manage-
ment techniques provide little support for managing such
implicit and complex rationale knowledge, and furthermore
do not scale well for managing requirements knowledge in
large and complex projects with a huge number of stake-
holders and requirements. From another perspective, due
to time pressure and lack of resources, especially in large
and complex projects, it is not practical to capture rationale
knowledge for all requirements. There is a need to identify
a subset of requirements to capture rationale with a balance
of cost and benefit [37]. The evolution of system makes the
management of requirements rationale knowledge (e.g., up-



dating knowledge, checking knowledge consistency) even
challenging. In [23], we propose to reuse the research out-
comes for architectural knowledge management in RE. We
target on specific requirements management problems (i.e.,
requirements traceability and integration of RE activities in
RE process), and present knowledge-based ideas to tackle
them by introducing emerging and concrete results from
the architectural knowledge community. This challenge can
be further refined into: (1) how to capture implicit require-
ments rationale knowledge into explicit knowledge which
is cost-beneficial for RE activities? (2) how to link require-
ments rationale knowledge in different levels effectivelyto
all the requirement artifacts generated from different RE
phases? (3) how to effectively manage (represent, operate,
share, update, and maintain) requirements rationale knowl-
edge to support its usage in RE activities?

How to manage requirements rationale knowledge
in distributed development? More and more projects
are running in geographically distributed environments, and
Global Software Development (GSD) is becoming a norm
in the software industry. This trend makes a great impact
in RE as well, and RE practice has been a key challenge
in GSD [15]. Meanwhile, wiki tools have been extensively
employed in distributed software development to collabora-
tively document software artifacts (e.g., source code, docu-
mentation, project work plans, bug reports, and so on) for
decades. We surveyed wiki and semantic wiki techniques
and related tools for their potential capabilities and usabil-
ity in RE process [19]4. Based on this survey, we argue that
semantic wiki, as a lightweight and semantic/social Web
based knowledge management tool, is promising for effec-
tive management of requirements rationale knowledge in a
distributed development context, and is a good candidate
to address the cost-benefit issue since it can capture ratio-
nale knowledge collaboratively and share/use the knowl-
edge as soon as it is captured. Semantic wiki provides an
open platform for better communication, collaboration, and
documentation of requirements rationale knowledge with
the support of underlying ontology (e.g., requirements ra-
tionale ontology). The challenge can be further presented
as: (1) how can semantic wiki (or other collaboration tools)
support requirements rationale knowledge management in
a distributed context? (2) how can semantic wiki (or other
collaboration tools) be accommodated/integrated into exist-
ing RE tools (or development environment)?

How to (re)use requirements rationale knowledge in
RE activities? The ultimate goal of requirements rationale
management is to (re)use it in various RE activities (e.g.,
understanding requirements, detecting conflicting require-

4Other techniques and tools besides wiki/semantic wiki should also be
examined for collaborative management of requirements rationale knowl-
edge, and we stress upon semantic wiki in this paper as one of promising
solutions in this area.

ments, prioritizing requirements, and refining requirements
etc). Various part of requirements rationale knowledge can
be (re)used according to the usage scenario in different RE
activities. For example, requirements refinement patterns
is the key rationale knowledge in requirements refinement
activity for elaborating high-level goals to detailed (non)-
functional requirements [9]. In [23], we propose to employ
the research outcomes for architectural knowledge reuse
in RE for requirements rationale knowledge management.
This challenge can be further extended into: (1) what RE ac-
tivities can be mostly supported by (re)using requirements
rationale knowledge, and which part of requirements ratio-
nale knowledge is employed in these reusing activities (this
issue is also concerned with the first challenge on defin-
ing a shared body of requirements rationale knowledge)?
(2) what is the benefit of (re)using requirements rationale
knowledge in order to trade off the cost and benefit of cap-
turing and managing requirements rationale knowledge.

How to visualize requirements rationale knowledge
to assist the understanding and communication of re-
quirement artifacts? Traditional RE techniques are heav-
ily based on the use of unstructured text and lists (e.g.,
Office Word and Excel). With the increasing complexity
of software requirements, understanding and communicat-
ing requirements become more difficult, and the intercul-
tural misunderstanding is a major cause to project failure
or extended lead time in a distributed development context
[38]. Visualization techniques have already been employed
to overcome the communication problems in RE fields from
requirements elicitation to modeling [16]. Rationale knowl-
edge visualization, in the similar way, can assist stakehold-
ers in understanding the reasoning process underlying the
decisions on requirements. Some rationale visualization
tools (e.g., Compendium5) based on IBIS or QOC ratio-
nale notations have been used for early requirements elici-
tation [31]. We also employed Compendium to improve the
understandability of architecture design through the visual-
ization of architectural design rationale [34, 33], and that
experience can be beneficial in requirements rationale visu-
alization as well. The challenge in this topic include sub-
topics: (1) which part of requirements rationale knowledge
needs to and can be visualized in RE activities, especially
for requirements of large and complex systems? (2) how ra-
tionale knowledge visualization can assist various rationale
usage scenarios in RE activities?

How to get users to contribute/use requirements ra-
tionale knowledge in practice? Rationale management
approaches have been proposed for decades in information
systems development, such as IBIS (Issue-Based Informa-
tion System) [20] and QOC (Questions, Options, and Crite-
ria) [26]. It is further systematically introduced in software
engineering, and the state-of-the-art results are included in

5http://compendium.open.ac.uk/institute/



the book edited by Dutoitet al. [10], but the actual use of
rationale management in practical software development is
rather limited. Similar issue has been identified in archi-
tectural knowledge management as well [2]. The obstacles
that prevent users from using rationale knowledge in RE are
mainly due to two points: the cost-benefit (ROI) of rationale
knowledge management effort and the concern of losing
(personal) intellectual properties through explicit rationale
knowledge (e.g., only business analysts know the rationale
about why a business requirement gets selected). The ROI
of rationale knowledge management can be improved by a
guided process on using rationale knowledge in RE process,
similar to the unified development process for the quality
improvement of software products. The ROI also depends
on the use of tools that support rationale knowledge man-
agement in RE. For the concern of losing intellectual prop-
erties, bonus for contributing and recording requirements
rationale knowledge is an alternative solution, and person-
alized knowledge management strategy (knowledge is kept
with its creator and shared by personal communication) [27]
is another alternative solution for capturing, sharing, and us-
ing implicit requirements rationale knowledge in practice.
This challenge includes (1) the development of a process
for using rationale knowledge in RE process, and (2) the
selection of appropriate knowledge strategies for contribut-
ing/using requirements rationale knowledge in practice.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This work makes a first step in investigating how the ra-
tionale and rationale management can be systematically in-
tegrated into RE process. The major contributions of this
work are two-fold: it presents a brief survey on major out-
comes on applying rationale in RE activities, and based on
the survey, it further outlines the challenges in integrating
rationale knowledge management into RE process. The re-
search challenges identified in Section 3 are not isolated, but
interrelated with each other, for example, the shared body of
requirements rationale knowledge can act as the underlying
domain model for rationale knowledge management, and
requirements rationale visualization can improve the (re)use
of requirements rationale knowledge.

Knowledge management is beneficial but also costly,
and considerable resources, time, and effort are required
before benefits become visible [32]. This situation also
holds for requirements rationale knowledge management
since project stakeholders (e.g., customers, requirements
engineers) who focus on completing the requirements spec-
ification of current project on time, but not helping the
next project succeed, often considers rationale management
(capturing, recording, and maintaining knowledge) a bur-
den. It is crucial for the acceptance of rationale manage-
ment in RE practice to leverage the benefit and cost. In

this sense, appropriate tool support for rationale knowledge
management in RE is one more challenge.

The challenges on rationale management in RE identi-
fied in this paper will be approached in the next step by
following an action research cycle that is iterative and in-
cremental from the problem (i.e., originated from the chal-
lenges) to the solution space through the verification and
validation of industrial cases [3]. Our research will give a
particular focus on large and complex projects running in a
distributed development context.
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